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How Concussion
Research Shapes How
We Play Football
By Jaryd Jones
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Iron Mike and the
Curious Case of CTE
“Iron” Mike Webster was a
legend in the city of Pittsburgh,
being a key player for the Pittsburgh
Steelers teams that won four Super
Bowls in six years in the 1970s.1
Webster was a Hall of Famer and
arguably one of the best to play his
position.2 He also played in an era of
football dominated by aggressive
defensive players like New York
Giants linebacker Lawrence Taylor
and Philadelphia Eagles defensive
linemen Reggie White. White was
especially famous for techniques
like the helmet slap, where a
defensive lineman would strike
the opposing lineman’s helmet
with a slap to both sides of the
helmet as a means to stun them.
Still, Webster played in more NFL
games than anyone that played his
position, and had a six-year streak
of not missing a single down in a
game.2
Webster’s life after sixteen
seasons of professional play ended
up considerably worse than the
usual muscle and bone pain that
plagued retired NFL athletes. A
lawsuit filed by Webster’s family
in 2006 stated that Webster was
diagnosed with mental health
problems while he was still in
the league, and eyewitnesses
recalled clear signs of Webster
suffering from the effects of play
after his retirement in 1991. He
was diagnosed with amnesia and
depression, and suffered muscle
and bone pain long after playing
a snap of football. He displayed
drastic shifts in behavior, and slept
out of his pickup truck for long
periods of time. He would even
disappear for weeks at a time with
no contact with his family. Though
he passed from a heart attack at the
age of 50,2,3 his life was clearly made
worse by the effects of his injuries.
Three years after his passing, Mike
Webster was the first NFL player
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diagnosed with Chronic Traumatic
Encephalopathy, more commonly
known by its abbreviation CTE.1
Since Webster’s diagnosis in
2005, CTE has been in the spotlight
as a controversial topic regarding
football and the danger it can
cause to players. It should be noted
that CTE is not a phenomenon
exclusive to football; reports of
CTE diagnoses have come from
hockey players, boxers, and even
army veterans.1 However, combine
football’s popularity in America
with the NFL’s history of blatant
disregard for player safety and you
get the hot button issue of this
generation of football.
Gridiron football is unique in
that it finds itself at a crossroad.
On one hand, football is at its peak
when jerseys are flying around, with
running backs trucking defenders
for big plays, or defensive lineman

literally throwing people out of their
way in pursuit of the quarterback.
However, as the game gets bigger,
stronger, and faster, we also have to
get smarter about how we protect
the players who make the sport as
exciting as it can be. This is a brief
look into the close relationship
brain impact research has with the
evolution of football.

BONK!
Concussions are a type of
traumatic brain injury caused by
the brain colliding with the inside
of the skull due to a blow to the
head. What’s important to note
is that not all concussions are the
same. Depending on the severity
and location of the blow, symptoms
can range from mild dizziness to a
loss of consciousness. The type
of concussions we are usually
referring to when talking about
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CTE are repeated head injuries, or
RHIs. As their name suggests, it is
a case of taking multiple blows to
the head over a prolonged period
of time. These blows do not have
to be knockout blows; in fact, the
danger of RHIs is that sometimes
the symptoms are so mild they
can go undetected. While a high
impact blow can possibly lead to
CTE, they also usually lead to more
severe symptoms that are easier
to diagnose. Low impact blows
are less severe, but happen more
often in the context of football. As
a result, repeated impacts can have
even more devastating effects,
such as in the case of Webster.2

Welcome Tau the
Party
Our body is home to billions of
neurons, specialized cells designed
to transmit information to and

from the brain. In these neurons,
we have microtubules which
transport substances to different
parts of the nerve. Surrounding the
microtubules are proteins referred
to as “tau”. These tau proteins
give shape to microtubules and
help stabilize the neuron.4 As you
repeatedly hit your head, those
tau proteins become misfolded,
the microtubules deform and
destabilize the neurons. This is
especially dangerous in areas of
the brain with white matter tracts.
These white tracts are tissues
composed of millions of neurons.
The degeneration of these tracts
lead to signaling problems in
the brain and cause the many
symptoms associated with CTE,
such as memory loss and changes
in mood.5
The relationship between
head impacts, concussions, and
CTE isn’t as clear cut as it may
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seem. Not every head impact will
lead to a concussion, and not every
concussion will lead directly to
CTE. However, it seems clear that
more head impacts increase the
chance of a concussion, and more
concussions increase the chances
of contracting CTE. In order to
make football safer, scientists
and football players have had to
work together over the years to
make the chances of brain injury
lower through a combination of
equipment upgrades and rule
changes.

“Don’t Forget Your
Helmet!”
Football helmets have evolved
greatly since the leather helmets
of the early 1900s. To this day
helmets are continuing to be
improved as more money is put
into research. Helmet research has
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been a key part of the negotiations
between the NFL and its players,
both sides agreeing that helmets
should continue to improve as
new information is discovered
about head impacts and helmet
technology. Every year the NFL
releases a list of approved helmets
for the upcoming season based on
how they perform in a lab setting.6
The list is updated yearly as new
helmet models are created.
The science behind the helmet
is straightforward enough. They are
designed to absorb enough of the
impact from a blow to protect your
head and brain. Modern helmets
are also designed to disperse the
force of the impact over a wider
area, allowing for the head to take
less force in an impact. That’s not
to say they are foolproof, especially
when it comes to concussions. The
brain is made of fragile tissues that
float in a vat of fluid in our skulls.
While a helmet may lessen the
force your brain withstands when
it hits the inside of your skull, the
brain can still take damage just from
the change in acceleration. Still, all
modern research and history points
towards helmets being vital to any
activity that risks head injuries.
Helmets usually fall into one of two
categories. The first is single-use,
which most bicycle helmets fall
under; they are meant to take one
major blow before being replaced.
Football helmets fall under the
multi-impact category, meaning
they can withstand multiple high
impact blows.6,7 That being said,
helmets have to be able to hold
up to multiple blows to the head.
There is a series of tests that new
helmets have to go through before
they can be approved for play. The
most common is the drop test,
where a helmet is dropped from
varying heights to simulate varying
forces on different parts of the
helmet. The idea is to test how it
holds up against the force due to
linear acceleration, which is the

cause of the brain colliding with
the inside of the skull. Helmets are
rated based on these evaluations.
However, as technology advances,
older models become more obsolete and even become prohibited
for use by leagues. This was the
case with Tampa Bay Buccaneers
wide receiver Antonio Brown, who
missed training camp fighting for
his right to wear the Schutt Air
Advantage helmet model he had
been wearing for years.8 While it’s
easy in hindsight to say he could
have just changed the helmet he
wears, helmets can differ in shape,
comfort, and vision. This is also, to
an extent, subjective to the wearer, so finding a helmet that works
for the player is just as important as
having the latest model.
To add on to the confusion,
companies who make the helmets
and the scientists who research
the helmets are not always
communicating the same things.
The relationship between helmets
and CTE is still very unclear. The
problem is that CTE is a result of
multiple head impacts culminating
in neurodegeneration, not just one
injury. Therefore, even if there was
a helmet that could undoubtedly
prevent concussions, it wouldn’t

necessarily prevent CTE. Of course,
this does not stop marketing
teams for helmet companies from
perpetuating the claim that their
helmets are better at preventing
head injuries than other brands.9
While this can be chalked up to
added bravado for the sake of
profit, scientists worry that unsafe
marketing can lead to players,
and possibly the leagues they play
for, becoming laxer with safety
precautions, which would lead to
more injuries.
As equipment improves it
is important to understand that
shiny new helmets every year is
not enough to protect players. The
second half of the operation has to
come from leagues implementing
rules designed to protect players.

Unnecessary
Roughness
Rules in sports are meant to
prohibit unfair advantages and
promote safety within play. While
rules like false starts and passing
interferences are meant to keep the
game fair and dissuade cheating,
football leagues have continued to
revise rules in order to keep players
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safe while not compromising the
spirit of the sport. For example,
the Canadian Football League has
banned any use of the helmet to
spear, butt, or ram an opponent,
no matter if it’s intentional or not.10
The penalty for a first-time offense
is 25 yards, and a second offense
can result in an ejection. In college
football, intentional helmet-tohelmet contact had also been
banned for a long time. However,
in 2005 the rule was revised so that
all helmet-to-helmet hits, not just
flagrantly intentional ones, were
penalized. In 2019 the rule was
changed again so that players who
had more than three intentional
helmet-to-helmet penalties in a
season would be suspended for a
game.11
Surprisingly
(or
maybe
unsurprisingly), the NFL was the
last major football league to
make real strides with helmet-tohelmet contact. Targeting, the act
of intentionally striking someone
with your helmet during a tackle,
had been banned since 1996. In
83

2010, fines and suspensions were
implemented for targeting. Finally,
in the 2018 season, the league
stated that any time that a player
lowers his head to hit another
player would result in a penalty.12,13
The player is ejected when there
is enough evidence to say that the
hit was intentional; this includes
a clear path to contact, and there
being enough time for the player
to adjust their body for a legal hit.
This will be left up to the referees
to decide via video replay.
The NFL’s change of heart
regarding the importance of
limiting head-to-head contact was
not an overnight change. In fact,
the rule changes of 2010 are directly
connected with the discovery of
CTE in football players by Bennet
Omalu, the neuropathologist who
diagnosed Mike Webster with
CTE in 2005.1 After publishing
a paper on his findings, Omalu
went to the NFL with his findings,
but three scientists from the
NFL’s Mild Traumatic Brain Injury
(MTBI) Committee tore into his

findings, stating that the paper had
“serious flaws” and a “complete
misunderstanding” of the data.
None of the authors of the response
were neuropathologists; in fact,
the head of the MTBI Committee
was a rheumatologist and had no
experience in neuroscience.1 After
ignoring a demand from the NFL to
retract his paper, Omalu released a
second paper, diagnosing another
dead former Steeler, Terry Long,
with CTE. Soon, more and more
cases of former NFL players being
diagnosed with CTE posthumously
arose, putting more pressure
on the NFL to counter with real
evidence or accept the growing
scientific consensus. Finally, the
NFL (somewhat) caved in, and
2007 saw the league making small
efforts such as issuing standards
for concussion protocol and the
88 Plan, in which the NFL grants
up to $88,000 a year to families
of NFL players with dementia to
pay for treatments.1 Even then, the
league tried its hardest to discredit
Omalu’s findings long after the first
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diagnosis in 2005.
While the NFL has gotten
marginally better at acknowledging
CTE as a serious health issue for
football players, the league is
infamous for moving slowly to act
on knowledge regarding player
health and safety. The NFL is the
most profitable sports league in
America, with annual revenue
reaching about $13 billion in
2015 and continuing to increase.14
Addressing CTE as a safety issue
would mean that they would have
to acknowledge their part in ruining
the mental health of hundreds
of athletes, a feat that would not
bode well to their profit margins
or their image as the paragon of
gridiron football. It was much easier
to pay scientists to claim that there
isn’t enough evidence to conclude
that getting hit in the head causes
problems for your head.

Man Up!
The Shield isn’t the only
entity at fault for the snail-paced
improvement of safety measures.
Football players, especially older
ones, have always been resistant
to any changes to the game that
give off any impression of making
football “softer”. After the new rules
were implemented in 2010, Hall of
Fame Chicago Bears linebacker
Brian Urlacher suggested that the
league change its name to the
National Flag Football League.15
Comments like these suggest that
part of the problem is not just how
the game is played, but instead how
football as a culture encourages
reckless aggression as an exhibition
of traditional masculine values.16
We can go back to Webster as an
example of football culture causing
more harm than good for players.
As stated before, Webster played
in 245 games over his sixteenyear career, with a six-year streak
where he played every down. Even
though he never had a reported
concussion, it is unlikely that over

those sixteen years Webster did
not, at any point, feel the effects
of RHI, even if the symptoms
were mild. I would guess that he
felt the symptoms, but chose not
to come out because his team
needed him. Another possibility
is that he told his coaches that he
was feeling symptoms but they
refused to take him out because
of his ability and the fact that he
could still speak and move on his
own two feet. These situations are
common in football culture. A 2012
study done by Harvard University
and Boston University reported
that offensive linemen were not
only the most likely unit to have
more undiagnosed concussions,
but also were more likely to
continue full contact play despite
reporting concussion symptoms.17
Of all positions in football, it can be
argued that offensive line adheres
to the most aspects of traditional
masculinity. They are the biggest
unit size-wise, and tasked with
protecting the ball carrier. There
is a level of aggression inherent to
the position; a brutish attitude is
necessary not only for protecting
the offense, but also intimidating
the defense. While I don’t see
anything wrong with being “manly”
in the game of football, it seems
clear that the desire for football
players to feel masculine is part of
a variety of factors that is making
the sport more dangerous than it
needs to be.

Injury Report
As of the writing of this article,
there are no known cures for CTE. In
fact, CTE can’t even be diagnosed
until death, when the brain can be
fully examined. The only option
that the NFL approves to deal
with the symptoms of CTE are
pharmaceutical drugs administered
by NFL doctors. This, of course,
creates many issues for players.
Opioids don’t actually provide a real
solution to the problems brought

about by CTE or any bodily injury
for that matter; they simply make it
so you don’t feel the pain of your
body being slowly broken down
due to years of intense contact
sports, similar to taking Advil for
a broken arm. Opioids also come
with many side effects that usually
end up exacerbating the symptoms
of the same injuries NFL players
take them for. Despite this, the NFL
and its medical teams have become
notorious for its over distribution of
opioids. In 2011, it was reported
that the New York Jets’ medical
staff administered over 1,500 doses
of Vicodin and over 1,100 doses
of Toradol during the season.18 It
should be noted that NFL teams
host a 53-man roster over the
course of a 16-week season. This
number also doesn’t count doses
given off-book, which is a common
occurrence for NFL medical
staff. While it’s objectively better
than nothing, feeding athletes
painkillers like they are Tic Tacs
does not solve any of the problems
of an injury-ridden player base; in
fact, the overuse of these products
can create even bigger problems,
such as players becoming addicted
to opioids later on in life. That is,
it doesn’t solve problems if you are
even worrying about the players
over your own profits. The owner of
the New York Jets, Woody Johnson,
is an heir to the Johnson & Johnson
pharmaceutical
company,
the
same company that makes many
of the drugs that NFL players and
thousands of other Americans find
themselves addicted to every year.
It would make a lot of sense to
provide your players with a shortterm solution to their problems
that also puts money back into your
own pockets. Nonetheless, if you
are more invested in the safety and
health of players, it would be best
to look into other solutions that
may quell the many complications
that come with CTE. Thankfully,
more research is being put into
84
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alternative treatments for players.
One that has gained traction
lately is Hyperbaric Oxygen
Therapy (HBOT), which is a form
of treatment designed to speed up
tissue repair.19 Patients are placed in
a pressurized chamber to breath in
air that’s composed of 100 percent
pure oxygen. While it’s normally
used to treat decompression
sickness in divers and monoxide
poisoning in firefighters, more
evidence has arisen to suggest
that it can be used to treat CTE.20
More athletes have come forward
to advocate for the treatment as an
alternative to the antidepressants
and painkillers that the NFL and
other leagues promotes for their
RHI-related symptoms. HBOT is
superior to opioids because it
lacks many of the dangerous side
effects associated with those types
of drugs. It also promotes actual
healing of the brain through giving
the blood extra oxygen needed to
repair tissue. Despite HBOT simply
being a better treatment, it is not
more widespread due to financial
and legal complications. HBOT is
considered an “orphan drug” which
means it’s a treatment for a condition
that is so rare that it’s not profitable
enough to be patented.20,21 In other
words, it wouldn’t make companies
enough money, so it’s research and
marketing are underfunded. As of
now, HBOT is not covered by the
88 Plan mentioned earlier because
according to the NFL, CTE does not
cause dementia.20,21 While this is
obviously untrue, the NFL’s blatant
unwillingness to acknowledge
alternative treatments is simply
more
profitable.
Alternative
treatments are in direct competition
to many of the owners’ other
investments outside of football, so
the NFL is tasked with making these
other treatments as inaccessible
as possible for its players. The
scientific community is becoming
more and more vocal about how
institutions like the NFL are stifling
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research, so hopefully these types
of treatment will become more
common with more spotlight in the
coming years as they gain more of
a foothold in common discourse.

Looking Downfield
It’s important to stress that
there will always be a chance of
traumatic brain injury in football.
No number of high-tech helmets,
rule revisions, aversion to toxic
masculinity, or medicine will
prevent all head injuries from ever
happening again. That being said,
the pressure from fans and athletes
to prioritize player safety over the
last few years has made positive
changes.
According to NFL injury
data, there were 224 reported
concussions in the 2019-2020
season. This is 10 more than last
season, but considerably less
than before the helmet-to-helmet
contact penalty was revised. The
last season before the revisions was
the 2017-2018 season, where there
were 281 reported concussions.22
The NFL also continues to release
a list of helmets that are tested
by actual neuroscientists and
biomechanics. The 2018 rule
change remains controversial to
this day. Many players, especially
defensive players, feel that the
rule disproportionately affects
them since they are usually the
initiators of contact. There is also
the issue of inevitability; one of the
fundamental rules of football is the
lower man wins, so both offensive
and defensive players are taught
to lower their shoulders before
contact. This will obviously lead to
some instances where both parties
knock heads by accident. Add this
to NFL referees being infamous
for their inconsistency and lack of
fair judgment, and it led to some
players being concerned that if
they are caught in a situation where
a helmet-to-helmet hit is inevitable
there’s a possibility that they will be

ejected. On the other hand, the new
rule has forced players to relearn
bad habits and find new effective
ways of tackling. Seattle Seahawks
linebacker Bobby Wagner said
in a post-practice interview, “I’ve
always used my hands. I’ve never
used my head. I mean, I work out
my shoulders so much there’s no
reason for me to use my head.”12
It seems that despite backlash,
players have been able to adapt to
the rule changes. These changes
have also had reverberations for the
rest of the football playing world
as well. Coaches, especially youth
and high school coaches, have
been encouraged to rethink how
they teach tackling, emphasizing
contact with the shoulder instead
of the head.23 While the jury is still
out on whether a simple change
in tackling will help with RHIs,
the injury data coming from the
NFL suggests a step in the right
direction.
Football could also take notes
from other sports. In rugby, the
sport that inspired gridiron football,
it is illegal to hit another player
anywhere above the shoulder
area.15 While data produces
similar incidences of concussions
between rugby and football, rugby
is also played without any form of
protective gear. It could be argued
that if football adopts rules such as
the prohibition of hits above the
shoulder, we may see a significant
drop in concussive injuries, even
though it may result in less highlight
worthy hits.
Gridiron football is one of
the most unique sports on Earth
featuring some of the best athletes
in the world. It has a proud history
and bright future. However, in order
to see that future become a reality,
football organizers such as the NFL
have to prioritize player safety over
profit, and continue to support
research into how equipment and
rule changes can make the game
safer for everyone involved.
■
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